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In this digital age we now live in, it is so easy for non-believers to point at science and think “Ah hah! Concrete
evidence and proofs that I can believe because I can see it!” Many don’t ask why universal constants are the
way they are, just that they can be scientifically and mathematically proven and verified as real. However,
because these constants exist, we exist. Without that perfect tuning of the Universe, life would not be
possible.
Think of God as the ultimate programmer, and the Universe as His code. If a code is not written just right,
things crash and the program will not run. A misplaced comma can mess the whole thing up. This is just so
with physics as we understand it today. But why do we understand physics and math? We, as humans, are
both users of the program and also parts of the program itself. Because we are autonomously intelligent
beings, we are able to figure out how the code works, through discoveries in science, which God put in place,
such as physics and time.
Before God turned the program on, there was no time, there was no physics, math, or science. There was
darkness, like a window on the screen before hitting execute in the background. But then God said “Let there
be Light,” and the program was turned on, and he saw that it was good. He wasn’t done though. The program
was working, but was incomplete. Stuff needed to appear, in the right order for the program not to crash on
itself, and it would take time to come about. A day to God could not be properly measured in terms we can
understand, so maybe change the wording to “phase.” The first phase was complete. The program was
running, and He was just getting started.
Over the next few phases, God put the rest of the program to work, delicately tweaking each line to fit
perfectly within itself. The day and night cycles worked. Water movement was a “go.” Plant life selfreplicating. Now to get deeper, He made wildlife, building on itself and becoming more complex with each line
until that phase was complete and self-sustaining. Then, the biggest line of code of all. He made us. He made
something that has yet to be reproduced in any code ever since. He made true sentience, He made free will,
He made a part of the code that could look at that code eventually themselves, and over time manipulate
parts of the code for their own.
Of course, every program needs oversight, and occasionally will need to be patched in order to not allow the
entire program to fail, sometimes due to other Beings hacking into the code and spreading malware. God saw
that humanity was being corrupted by Satan, so he put in a patch that we know as “the flood.” He did not
entirely destroy humanity, but saved enough to continue to propagate. Later, there were two more viruses,
Sodom and Gomorrah, which needed quarantined and destroyed for the sake of the rest of his program.
These instances were still early in the program, when He was much more active in His oversight and protective
of the code he would later entrust to us more fully.
Occasionally, a programmer will use a backdoor in their coding to poke around and interact with their creation
directly, making on the spot changes. We see instances like this in prophets, flaming bushes speaking to us, or
a massive body of water splitting in two, allowing His chosen ones to escape another bit of malicious coding
intent on wiping them out.
Over the span of this continuously running program, some of humanity has been able to figure out how the
code is written, and while it seems like science is becoming a religion of its own, it simply points out the parts
of the program that we previously did not understand. Nothing in physics and time has been invented, only
discovered. Science does not, and cannot, disprove the existence of God, because He is the one who made
science work in the way that it does, all in order for us to exist.

